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Annual Report – Darwin Asylum Seeker Support and Advocacy Network Inc
The context – 2015-2016 in Darwin
For the 2015-2016 financial year, Darwin was Australia’s ‘detention capital’, as it had been for many years
previously. At its largest, the number of people seeking asylum held in detention in the region was up to
2000. This financial year, numbers fluctuated from approximately 1000 all the way down to zero with the
eventual closure of the detention centres.
After the closure of Bladin Alternative Place of Detention (APOD), all families were transferred to the
Wickham Point Immigration Detention Centre in February 2015. In the latter half of 2015, there were 3
compounds open at Wickham Point; one housing families, one housing single men and one used for
accommodation for particularly vulnerable individuals and families.
Numbers have fluctuated throughout the period, but by way of example, there were 532 people in detention
at Wickham Point at December 2015. Included in that number were 189 people subject to regional
processing (transfer back offshore to Nauru and Manus Island). This total included 64 children.
The final six months of 2015 saw a heavy focus on working with the
Human Rights Law Centre to provide people with legal protection from
transfer back to Nauru and Manus Island. Fortunately, while there were a
number of people who were transferred back over that period, the
majority were protected. Over that time, Human Rights Law Centre and
DASSAN were essentially in a ‘race against time’ to get people signed up
and protected, while at the same time Australian Border Force were
rushing to get whoever they could out of the country.
During the same period, DASSAN also worked with a large number of
people in the following categories:





People who had been detained for long periods, having arrived
after 13th August 2012 and prior to 19th July 2013, and therefore subject to the ‘no advantage’ rule
so not having their refugee claims processed nor granted bridging visas for various reasons;
People who had bridging visas cancelled on ‘code of behaviour’ and other grounds;
People who had been redetained after failing at their tribunal hearing.

The work with these groups continued throughout the financial year at the same pace.
In January 2016, the work of DASSAN
swung away from collaboration on signing
people up for legal protection from
transfer offshore, and towards
collaboration on the ‘#LetThemStay’
campaign. This work continued
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throughout the first six months of 2016.
It was announced in May 2016 that Wickham Point would close. Work at that time commenced on ensuring
all people seeking asylum were provided with their files and strong referrals to organisations that could
support them when they were transferred interstate. There was also a strong focus on advocacy to
Australian Border Force to try to achieve transfers to detention centres close to family, friends, and medical
treatment. The last people seeking asylum were transferred out of Wickham Point in early July 2016.
Following the closure of Wickham Point, DASSAN is now turning the skills of its trained and effective
advocacy team to work with people seeking asylum in the community who are not provided with any funded
assistance. This move is based on an extensive consultation with the asylum and refugee sector in Darwin,
and is designed to address gaps in existing services.

Key Achievements
Recruitment and training of advocates
Over the past twelve months, DASSAN has created a strong and professional team of advocates, building
their capacity to work to effectively and ethically provide support to asylum seekers in detention. The
following activities were a part of that process:












Recruitment and training of 28 new advocates to provide one-to-one support and referrals to legal
practitioners for asylum seekers in detention.
The training and mentoring of 21 advocates already associated with DASSAN.
Creation of an active and trained team of 36 DASSAN advocates who provided assistance to asylum
seekers in detention.
 Monthly advocacy team meetings to
communicate referral pathways, policy changes, and
discuss emerging issues.
 Development and completion of the DASSAN
Advocacy Handbook published April 2016.
DASSAN also delivered 9 training sessions to
advocates and lawyers, including:
 Facilitation of training to local lawyers in
relation to the M68 and M80 High Court cases
affecting offshore processing.
Facilitation of training by Kevin Kadirgamar at Ward Keller on areas of Ministerial Discretion in the
Migration Act.
Training for advocates on responding to sexual assault by Ruby Gaea.
Training for advocates on completing the clerical aspects of protection visa applications (TPV/SHEV)
delivered by Refugee Advice and Casework Service.
Provision of training on suicide
intervention, delivered by Wesley Mission.
Introductory advocacy training for new
advocates, and refresher training for
existing advocates.
‘Working with Survivors of Torture and
Trauma’, delivered by Melaleuca Refugee
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Centre for advocacy team members and friendly visitors.

Provision of support to asylum seekers
DASSAN advocates managed caseloads of people seeking asylum in detention, providing direct support,
information, referrals and advocacy with the support of the advocacy coordinator. The volume of support
provided in hard terms is outlined below:






Receipt of 70 new referrals and allocation of all referrals to new advocates for provision of one-toone support and referral to legal assistance.
Provision of assistance to complete 46 TPV/SHEV protection visa application forms for clients under
the new Fast Track processing system (4-6 hours work each).
Delivery of direct support to 31 complex clients by advocacy coordinator – including a number of
asylum seekers on hunger strike, and the ‘Baby Asha’ family for whom a major campaign secured
community placement as opposed to return to Nauru.
Including new and existing DASSAN clients, and clients provided with one-off assistance, the
provision of assistance to over 400 asylum seekers in detention.

Support to legal services for advocacy and strategic litigation
With Darwin as the ‘detention capital’ of Australia over the last twelve months, the work of advocates was
paramount to ensure that lawyers all over the country were able to provide effective legal assistance to
people in detention at Wickham Point detention centre. Below are a few examples of this:








Significant lawyer/client interface support, and referral assistance to the Human Rights Law Centre
in relation to the M68 and M80 cases, resulting in approximately 158 clients in detention in Darwin
avoiding return transfer to Nauru and Manus Island.
Provision of assistance to the Public Interest Advocacy Centre in NSW for the development of
strategic personal injury litigation, which is now going ahead and will contribute to the development
and interpretation of law in its application to the duty of care the government and its stakeholders
have for those detained in immigration detention.
Significant referral and lawyer/client interface support for Salvos Legal, who have been providing
‘desktop reviews’ of migration cases of clients at the end of their migration pathway detained at
Wickham Point Immigration Detention Centre in Darwin.
Lawyer/client interface support for lawyers all over Australia to engage effectively and efficiently
with people in detention in Darwin.
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Public Campaigning
Over the past twelve months, DASSAN has played a very particular and important role in the #LetThemStay
and #BringThemHere national campaigns. While these campaigns have been run primarily by other
organisations with extensive experience in media management and campaigning, it has been the role of
DASSAN to ensure that those people seeking asylum whose stories have been told publicly in an
unprecedented and effective way have been kept safe.
This involves ongoing, regular conversations to
ensure that they are fully informed about
progress, in depth and repeated conversations to
ensure that they are consenting to their
involvement in an informed and empowered way,
and acting as their advocates to ensure that their
individual interests are represented, their
confidentiality and safety is protected, and that
they always feel they have the power to change
their minds should they decide to do so. This
unique relationship of trust has allowed powerful
stories to be told in an unprecedented manner.
Some of this work is outlined below:






Significant involvement in the development and rollout of the #LetThemStay campaign, resulting in
the release of all children from detention in Australia, including direct support to families whose
children were profiled in the media as part of that campaign.
Direct support to the family of ‘Baby Asha’
to participate in an empowered and
informed way in a national campaign to
secure their transfer into community
detention from the Lady Cilento Hospital
after medical evacuation from Nauru.
Ongoing involvement in the next stages of
campaign planning and implementation –
planned to increase focus on men and
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those remaining on Nauru and Manus Island.
Direct support to separated families who will have their story told as part of the ongoing
#BringThemHere national campaign to end offshore processing and bring all of those on Nauru and
Manus to safety in Australia.

Strategic Advocacy
DASSAN has also engaged in other advocacy strategies to progress the rights of people seeking asylum by
engaging in the following activities:


Attending national forums and conferences to provide information about the issues facing people in
detention in Darwin to contribute to national conversations and planning.
 The provision of data to media outlets and
other organisations for public use, to strengthen
arguments for justice for people seeking asylum.
 Providing background information to
journalists and alerting journalists to breaking stories
in the immigration space.
 Ongoing media comment and analysis as
events unfold, to raise awareness of the issues faced
by people seeking asylum and to seek to change public
opinion.
 ‘Phonebanking’ to assist GetUp in the ‘Ditch
Dutton’ campaign – calling Dickson swinging voters to
ask them to vote against Immigration Minister Peter
Dutton.
 Support and coordination of former staff from
offshore processing centres in Nauru and Manus to
make strong and united calls for the centres’ closure, including one-to-one media training and
support for individual former staff members prior to media interviews.

Support for asylum seekers in the Darwin community
DASSAN coordinates donations of furniture, household goods and other items for asylum seekers living in
Darwin, to assist them to set up home. During the year several truckloads of furniture were collected, stored
and delivered to new homes. DASSAN volunteers also provided individual and group English tuition on
request, as well as ad hoc support including assistance with finding accommodation and work, and social
support.

Community Education and Activism
DASSAN works hard in the area of community
education, and over the past year we have
engaged in the following community engagement
and education activities:




Weekly stall at the Nightcliff markets - the
DASSAN shopfront selling merchandise,
providing education and information and
recruiting volunteers.
Weekly update to DASSAN supporters
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with latest news and events.
Twice weekly Vigils (now held for more than 4 years) outside Immigration and Wickham Point
Detention Centre.
Fundraising and community awareness raising events throughout the year - Dance for DASSAN,
Speed mating, E Team screening, How Deep is Your Love fundraiser, DASSAN team in Australia Day
Fun Run, Human Rights Film Festival Panel.
Organised a number of rallies for refugee and asylum seekers rights including:
o Let Them Stay,
o Circle of Silence,
o Bring Back Abyan,
o Light the Dark,
o A Welcome Future Rally (with politicians from both major parties speaking),
o Palm Sunday Rally,
o Stand for Sanctuary,
o March on May Day,
o Wear a ribbon for justice.

Recordkeeping (database and electronic filing)
None of the above work is effective without a background of solid data collection, case noting, and other
recordkeeping. The below recordkeeping procedures have been put in place by DASSAN Inc over the last 12
months:





Development of a comprehensive database and electronic filing system to manage client files,
including the maintenance of comprehensive case noting and recording of all needs assessments.
Development of systems, processes and documentation to ensure accurate and comprehensive
recordkeeping for all assistance provided, including records on all face to face appointments, legal
and other documentation and all correspondence between service providers related to individuals.
Development of a referral triage system to ensure all requests for assistance are responded to in an
appropriate timeframe according to urgency.

The team at DASSAN are extremely proud of our achievements, and we are grateful to all those who
attended our events, volunteered, donated, provided funding, and otherwise supported us over the 20152016 financial year. We can’t thank you enough.
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